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In terms of flood forecasting in alpine environments, predictions at different gauges as well as
sites with exposed infrastructure within the catchment are required. The used semi-distributed
hydrological model HQsim combines runoff formation and surface runoff routines with an
implemented channel routing for river reaches. This allows the estimation of discharges at selected channel segments. As a case study a large alpine catchment with a size of 890 km² is
used. The uncertainty in the discharge prediction is investigated at three discharge gauges located along the main river. The basis of our experimental set-up are 15,000 samples describing the
prior parameter distribution obtained by means of a Latin Hypercube sampling. Out of this, we
calculated a Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) for the flood discharge at
each gauging station. As informal likelihood a combination of different Nash Sutcliffe Efficiencies (NSE) is used covering summer season as well as flood periods containing peak discharges.
Based on the behavioral parameter settings for each individual gauge, the model prediction
distribution and their means for the remaining gauging stations are computed and analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
This study has been done in frame of the operational flood forecasting system of the Tyrolean
River Inn (‘HoPI – Hochwasserprognose Inn’). Within the used modular system setup tributary
catchments of the River Inn are modelled using hydrological models whose output is forwarded
to a 1D hydrodynamic model of the Inn. Originally the main focus was to best possible model
the discharges at the catchment outlet. Still, owing to the alpine character, catchments with a
high percentage of glaciation are modelled individually with the distributed Snow- and Icemelt
model SES whereas unglacierized catchments are simulated with the conceptual rainfall-runoff
model (CRR) HQsim [1]. Further developments towards a holistic flood forecasting require to
including additional locations (mostly at gauging stations) at which forecasts are provided.
These additional points of interest are to be represented in the model layout. Due to a flexible
representation of river channels for flow routing is given within HQsim, the discharge simulation at different gauging stations within a tributary catchment is possible. Still, although being
technically possible, the conceptual nature of HQsim requires testing the reliability of the simulated discharges at individual gauging station along the river. In general CRR simplify physically processes to various extends, trying to incorporate the most relevant (or dominant) processes.
With the applied conceptual approach such as control volumes (i.e. linear storages for the saturated soil zones), variables are spatially (sometimes even temporally) averaged (i.e. the hydrau-

lic conductivvity of the soil zones of a hyydrological ressponse unit) [55]. Especially tthe temporal
and spatial avveraging leadss to uncertaintties within thee intra-model ppredictions, cooncerning moddel states (snoow, soil moistuure, …) as welll as the routedd discharges. T
To answer thee questioning oof
the reliabilityy of intra-moddel predictionss specifically ffor river channnel segments, a refined version of the H
HQsim model ffor the Ötztal vvalley includinng three gaugiing locations along
a
the riverr
(see figure 1)) is used as thee experimentaal set-up.
S
METHODS
A semi distriibuted rainfalll-runoff modell of an alpine catchment,
c
reaalized with HQ
Qsim is used
where severaal gauging stattions along thee main river arre considered. The predictioon of these
channel segm
ments here aree understood ass intra-model prediction forr the case that the HQsim
simulation iss optimized forr the gauge Brrunau (see figuure 1). To estiimate the unceertainty of the
intra-model pprediction the common usedd Generalizedd Likelihood U
Uncertainty Esttimation
(GLUE) methhod [2] is appplied for each ggauging station independenttly. In the endd the gained
intra-model pprediction disttribution as weell as the moddel parameter ddistributions iss compared
with the resuults of the GLU
UE on Tumpenn and Huben, respectively.
Experim
mental set-up
The study is performed forr the large alpiine catchmentt Ötztaler Achee (673-3762 m
m.a.s.l.) with itts
size of aboutt 890 km² and nearly 10 perccent glaciationn. Figure 1 shoows the locatioon of the
Ötztaler Achhe as well as thhe experimental set-up. As m
mentioned beffore, glaciatedd subcatchments aare simulated bby the Snow- and Icemelt model
m
SES [9].. As the focus is on the non-glacierized ppart covered w
with HQsim, thhe model param
meters of the m
model SES aree not varied
and its outpuut is assumed aas a fixed inpuut series. Hourrly time series from precipittation and tem
mperature gaugges (period 20000-2012) are spatially interrpolation [1] too obtain the m
model inputs.

Figure 1: Oveerview of the Ötzztal catchment witth the considered gauging stations

The hyddrological moddel HQsim
The used sem
mi-distributed CRR HQsim is based on hyydrological ressponse units (H
HRUs) whichh
aggregate areeas with similaar soil type, asspect and elevvation. After caalculating the water balancee
of each HRU
U the runoff it is transferred to the nearest reach of the cchannel netwoork and routed
downstream towards the catchment’s ouutlet [1]. Proceesses include ssnow accumullation / snow
melt, infiltrattion, evapotrannspiration, intterception as well
w as percolaation and are aapplied at eachh
HRU [3]. Thhe total runoff is thereby sepparated for surf
rface flow, inteerflow and basse flow. The

contributing area concept allows the separation between infiltrated and surface run-off, linked
to a temporally varying moist content. The water content and the associated subsurface flow in
the unsaturated zone (interflow) are described according to Van Genuchten [10]. The base flow
is modelled with linear storage representing the saturated zone. Flow time if the surface flows
from the HRU to the nearest channel segment is calculated according to Morgaly and Linsley
[6]. The channels are modelled as non-linear storage cascades using an approach based on Rickenmann [8] to calculate the flow velocity.
Prediction uncertainty / parameter uncertainty estimation
To estimate model and parameter uncertainty of the hydrological model we decided to apply the
often used and easily computable Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) of
Beven and Binley [2]. In this study the following GLUE algorithm (see Vrugt [11]) is used:
1.

A Latin Hypercube of 15.000 samples
computed.

2.

In the GLUE method the informal likelihood has only to fulfill the requirement of a
monotonically increasing value by improved model performance [4] The likelihood
function used in this study is the sum of the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) [7] of different time periods: ( ) the whole summer season (01.05.-30.09.) and ( ) flood events,
weighted by their normalized peak runoff. In more detail the likelihood is calculated as
follows:
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To differentiate behavioral from non-behavioral parameter combinations the top 10 %
of the simulations are picked out and normalized regarding their likelihood value:
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Based on the normalized likelihoods the prediction density function of the model output predictions as well as the uncertainty intervals are computed.

The steps 2-44 in the algoritthm are applieed for each gauuging station iindependentlyy. Finally, in
each case thee gained modeel prediction ddistribution is ccompared withh the intra-moodel predictionn
distribution ffor each time step.
s
RESULTS
To start withh the informal likelihood vallues the range has to be set. In this study a combinationn
of NSE over different periods is used. C
Consequential iit leads to the minimal valuee of minus
infinite and m
monotonicallyy increases by improved moddel performannce. The optim
mum of a perfect simulatioon depends mainly
m
on the nnumber of sum
mmer periods, w
whereas the suum of event’s
NSE is scaled to unity. Thhus, an optimum
m simulation has a likelihoood of 8 for thee calibration
period and 7 for the validaation period. Inn figure 2 Boxx-Whisker-Ploots of the likeliihood functionn
distribution ffrom behaviorral parameter ssettings are shhown. The preddictions of Tuumpen lead to
maximal valuues of 5.684 / 4.1284 (calibrration / validaation) for both the best simuulation regarding the gaugee Tumpen as w
well as the intrra-model estim
mate. In the caase of Huben tthere are slightt
differences. As
A well as thee case of Tumppen both estim
mates leads to ssimilar maxim
mal values of
5.4165 but with
w the additioon of minimal differences inn the validation period. For the validationn
period the beest simulation result of the gauge
g
Brunau has the maxim
mal value of 4..1342 against
what the intrra-model prediiction reaches a slightly low
wer value of 4.00588. This givves rise to the
question if siimilar likelihoood values are simulated by similar param
meter settings. In the case of
the gauge Tuumpen the queestion has to bee denied. Eachh maximal vallue whether off the calibratioon
or the validattion period is estimated withh different parrameter combiinations. On thhe other hand
the maximal values of the calibration peeriod for the inntra-model preediction as welll as the simu-lation of Bruunau are resultts of one param
meter settings as well as in tthe validation pperiod.

Figure 2: Box-W
Whisker-Plots of tthe informal likellihood function diistribution of behaavior parameter ssettings (with white
shaded calibratioon and grey shadeed validation periood)

fferences of i) model predicttion distribuFor comparinng the differennt model prediictions the diff
tion for the inndividual gaugges are analyzzed with a 2-ggoodness-of-fi
fit test (significcance level off
5 %) and ii) similar distribbution means aare analyzed w
with a two sam
mple t-test (signnificance leveel
marizes the peercentage rejecction of the hyypotheses that
of 5 %) at evvery time step.. Table 1 summ
the intra-moddel prediction leads to simillar prediction ddistribution annd similar preddictions mean,
respectively. In more than half of the tim
me steps the hyypotheses are rejected for booth cases.
Thereby the gauging statioon Tumpen shoows a slightlyy minor rejection rate than thhe gauging

station Hubeen. In general tthe rejection raates increase ffor the flood eevents up to 1000 per cent.
Figure 3 depicts chosen peeriods for gaugging station Tuumpen where periods with ssimilar predic-tions mean aare shaded in ggrey. For the hhydrological yeear 2010 it is clearly
c
shown that the modeel
predictions ddiffer from eacch other for peeriods of increased discharge. The periodss at the end off
April and at tthe beginning of July illustrrate that for low flows the prredictions meaan and their
90%-confideence intervals do not differ m
much. In contrrast, when runnoff increases tthe predictionns
means are ouutside the conffidence intervaals of each othher. Differencees of the behavvior parameter
distribution aare not as obviious as the diffferences in ruunoff predictioon. Figure 4 shhows the parameter denssity plots of alll 63 varied parrameter. Givenn that most off the behavior parameter
distributions tend to be uniiformly distribbuted these paarameters cannnot be identifieed well with
the used sam
mpling scheme. Merely the pparameter ‘soill depth >20°’, ‘corr. factor’ and ‘meltfuncc
max’ seem too be not uniforrmly-distributted and thus thhey have a stroongly pronounnced high probbability densitty region. Furtthermore in m
many cases the parameter dennsity distributiions do not
differ much of
o each other. A prominent example of paarameter with notable differrences is the
‘meltfunc maax’ where the resulting distrribution of thee gauge Hubenn differs signifficantly.
Tablle 1: Percentage rejection of the nuull hypothesizes ( 2-goodness-of-fiit test / two samplle t-test)

Huben
n

completee series
summer season (01.05.-30.09.)
high flow
w events

Calibration
n
(2000-2006))
92.52 / 82.077
99.10 / 93.577
99.70 / 92.433

Tumpeen

completee series
summer season (01.05.-30.09.)
high flow
w events

86.17 / 93.244
76.84 / 94.822
100 / 100

Valiidation
(2007-2012)
86.422 / 78.27
99.588 / 94.97
100 / 94.26
82.600 / 90.11
63.344 / 94.53
86.677 / 95.00

Figure 3: Genneric depiction of sections with equual and non-equal mean using the eexample of gauginng station Huben..

Figure 4: Overview of the different behavior parameter densityy distributions

DISCUSSION
As a result of this study it is not possible to precisely state the quality of intra-model predictions
for flood forecasting. The study results indicate that different gauges within a catchments model
have different global optima of the informal likelihood function. Indeed some parameter settings are found in all gained behavioral parameter settings, but they do not induce similar good
likelihood values compared to the other behavior settings. Especially the case Tumpen leads to
completely different parameter settings for the maximal likelihood values both for calibration
and validation period. Out of this it is inadvisable to optimize a CRR at the catchments outlet
and trust this parameter setting within all gauges of the catchment.
In the case of an uncertainty analysis not only the global optimum of the informal likelihood
function but rather the whole distribution function of mainly the model parameter and model
prediction is of interest. Therefor the hypotheses on similar model prediction distribution as
well as similar prediction mean are tested. In both cases the null hypothesis was rejected in
nearly all time steps. Significant differences of the model prediction distributions and their
means occur when the runoff increases. By analyzing the three behavior parameter distributions
the gained posterior parameter distributions of figure 4 does not differ much from a uniform
distribution with a few exceptions. This suggests the assumption that no parameter can be estimated precisely by using the applied sampling scheme (Latin Hypercube sampling with 15.000
samples). So, further work is needed to confirm the hypothesis that model parameter settings
are transferrable into sub-catchments and the intra-model prediction is reliable.
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